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Abstract
The visual fidelity of realistic renderings in Computer Graphics depends fundamentally upon how we model the appearance of
objects resulting from the interaction between light and matter reaching the eye. In this paper, we survey the research addressing
appearance modelling of living human tissue. Among the many classes of natural materials already researched in Computer
Graphics, living human tissues such as blood and skin have recently seen an increase in attention from graphics research. There
is already an incipient but substantial body of literature on this topic, but we also lack a structured review as presented here.
We introduce a classification for the approaches using the four types of human tissues as classifiers. We show a growing trend
of solutions that use first principles from Physics and Biology as fundamental knowledge upon which the models are built. The
organic quality of visual results provided by these Biophysical approaches is mainly determined by the optical properties of
biophysical components interacting with light. Beyond just picture making, these models can be used in predictive simulations,
with the potential for impact in many other areas.
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1. Introduction

Together with light and a viewer, objects and their material prop-
erties comprise the triad of elements needed to render a virtual
scene. These properties explain how light interacts with the subject
matter and allow for increased levels of visual realism. The digi-
tal modelling of appearance [DRS08] has evolved into a sophisti-
cated specialization inside computer graphics, responsible for many
of the advances in photographic quality of renderings [GXZ*13,
KSZ*15, LDHM16, E*05]. Throughout this paper, we assume the
definition of object appearance from Hunter and Harold [HH87],
which involves materials spectral propagated light and its spatial
energy distribution.

The natural world has intrinsic properties that complicate its mod-
elling for computer graphics purposes. Living human tissue is one
part of the natural world where the complications scale up, consid-
ering their dynamic nature and low accessibility. Thus, specialized
solutions are often required. In this work, our goal is to present a sur-
vey of research targeting living digital human tissue representations,
particularly for rendering purposes.

Material modelling of living human tissue has many applications,
from increasing realism in the entertainment industry and photore-
alistic digital humans to medical applications. Medical applications
have a long tradition of benefiting from computer graphics research
[RRG*76][SG78]. This is an increasingly important aspect of the
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new tools becoming available for anatomy education, medical pro-
cedures training and surgical rehearsal and planning. These appli-
cations typically make use of medical scan data, which provide 2D
greyscale images.

Techniques such as surface and volume rendering allow us to
create 3D representations of the scan data but the question remains
on how to provide accurate colour and material properties. There are
some colour data from sources such as the Visible Human project
[Ack98], which provides cross-sectional photographs of the human
body. Such data are useful but do not solve the material appearance
representation problem for all living human tissues, especially when
we take into account the medical area demands.

For surgical training, and indeed training of all clinical special-
ties, the gold standard for teaching human anatomy for hundreds of
years has been the dissection of cadaveric specimens, despite the
appearance and other properties of cadaveric tissue being quite dif-
ferent from when the tissue cells were still living. This remains an
important tool, but medical schools are more and more using mul-
tiple pedagogical resources that complement each other, including
the use of prosections, plastination and digital tools. Estai [EB16]
provides a critical review of current teaching practices in anatomy
education and recognizes that full body dissections are still needed
for those with surgical career intentions but with a need to integrate
new methodologies into the curriculum alongside. One emerging
digital tool are virtual anatomy tables such as the Anatomage Ta-
ble (Anatomage Inc., San Jose, CA) and Sectra Terminals (Sectra
AB, Linkoping, Sweden) (see Figure 1). These use medical im-
age scans and histology data to provide a 3D rendering of human
anatomy at a real life scale. The anatomy structure will be accurate,
but the colours used for the renderings have to be approximated as
the source images are typically grey scale. Many of the techniques
reported in this paper could therefore be applied, but this is not
generally the case and a user-defined false colour map is applied to
the renderings.

Another trend is the increasing number of surgeries performed us-
ing minimally invasive surgery (MIS) techniques, and the accepted
opinion is that surgeons should attempt to perform the least invasive
surgery possible [HVFFTPS12]. On one hand, MIS can signifi-
cantly reduce the overall operational cost of performing surgeries
[TSM*15], but are more complex than traditional open surgery,

Figure 1: A virtual dissection table. Image courtesy of Anatomage
Inc.

demanding many years of training in new skills [EL13]. Virtual
simulators are therefore necessary tools to scale the access to MIS
training to the large demand for experienced professionals. These
simulators combine a number of desired properties beyond just
visualization, such as interaction, shape modelling and physics-
based dynamic behaviour. There is evidence that, as the fidelity
of simulation increases, so does the acquisition of skills by pro-
fessionals [AMD*10]. MIS is carried out based on a video stream
obtained from an endoscopic camera inserted into the patient. To
model an MIS scenario, which includes robotic surgery, requires the
computer-based renderings to closely resemble what would be seen
on this video footage. Again, many techniques here presented are
ideal for this need.

In the remainder, we first present biological background on hu-
man tissues and their types (Section 2). This background helps
contextualize the many approaches and also strengthens the cross-
disciplinary nature of this review. In Section 3, we illustrate the
light–material interaction considering typical human tissues and we
propose modelling classes to characterize the reviewed methods
according to their motivation, that is their mathematical approxi-
mation assumptions. From Section 4 through 9, we detail all ap-
proaches classified according to the biological definition of human
tissues, for living tissue only. Section 10 presents a summary of in-
teresting applications, conclusions and possible directions for future
research.

Modelling the appearance of the human body, both internal and
external, is without question an old and permanent challenge for
graphics research. We believe this survey will ease this task by
providing a taxonomy and review of current approaches, which is
a task that has not been carried out before. This will hopefully
encourage fresh results from both old and new practitioners in this
exciting area.

2. Biological Background

Considering the constituent elements of the human body, at the
lowest unit level we have the cells, around 100 trillion of them
[GH06]. At the highest organizational level, we have the many
systems—respiratory, digestive, etc.—which are, in turn, composed
of organs that together are responsible for particular functions.

Tissues are at an intermediate scale, being composed of many
cells similar in structure and function, typically of the same type,
but not necessarily. Tissues are organized into organs that comprise
the human body. A single blood vessel, for instance, is made of three
types of tissues as shown in Figure 2.

The set of chemical components that form the human body in-
cludes both organic and inorganic materials. The interaction be-
tween these originates new composite materials, such as tissues.
Some tissues are dead, like hair and nails. They are simply a cell
agglomerate without any metabolic or biochemical functions and ap-
pear outside the human body. They can be easily removed and once
removed they do not change their visual appearance. Therefore, they
are relatively easier to represent and amenable to computer simula-
tions, as the many advances in the rendering of hair show [KM17].
On the other hand, living tissue has intrinsic dynamic characteristics
that make it harder to address in graphics research. Besides, most
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Figure 2: Organs are made up of different tissues. Blood
vessel: (1) connective, (2) muscle and (3) ephitelial. Source:
www.pathwayz.org

Figure 3: Types and examples of the four tissues present in the
human body. Source: www.khanacademy.org

tissues are located inside the human body and are therefore difficult
to access.

There are four basic types of human tissues [Mar15], as depicted
in Figure 3, which have specific functions and appearance:

� Epithelial: the main function of epithelial tissue is the lining of
surface or body cavities, and also glandular secretion. They are
formed by aggregated polyhedral cells that can be flat, cuboidal
or columnar.

� Connective: the most abundant type in the body. Its main func-
tion is support and protection of organs. Bones and cartilages are
made up of connective tissue. Blood is also a connective tissue,
although quite peculiar compared to other connective tissues. It
is also the only fluid tissue in the body.

� Muscle: its main function is to enable body movements. There
are three types: (i) skeletal, which attaches to bones and

constitutes the muscular system; (ii) smooth muscle tissue, found
in the walls of hollow organs and responsible for transporting ma-
terial through organs; (iii) heart or cardiac tissue, lining the heart
wall.

� Nervous: its main function is the transmission of brain impulses
with neural cells called neurons. Brain, spinal cord and nerves
are all made up of nervous tissue.

3. Modelling Approaches for Light-Matter Interaction

When light interacts with any matter, it can be reflected, transmitted,
scattered and absorbed. In many cases, a layered structure is used
to model the material and the Kubelka–Munk theory has been used
in Computer Graphics to model these interactions [HM92][DH96].
Typical human tissues have also a layered structure of inhomo-
geneous media composed of specific biophysical elements whose
geometry, spatial distribution and spectral responses drive the tissue
appearance [JWJCvG11].

A typical light–material interaction for a tissue under standard
lighting conditions has incident rays ωi over a surface point xi with
normal N . This first local interaction can produce a light reflection
for some outgoing direction ωo. For layered materials, the light may
follow different optical paths. In this case, if a biophysical element
(with its optical properties) interacts with the light beam we have
two possibilities: scattering and absorption. Scattering events can
eventually redirect the ray for an arbitrary output point xo over
the surface, otherwise, an absorption event can stop the light ray
interactions [BK10]. In this context, the final surface colour is a
result of a biological process.

The above described process can be physically described by a
bidirectional subsurface scattering distribution function (BSSRDF)
[NRH*92]. It has both directional and positional dependencies for a
light beam integrated over an incoming solid angle dωi , as depicted
in Figure 4.

A simpler version of BSSRDF called bidirectional reflectance
distribution function (BRDF) is regarded as a BSSRDF without po-
sitional dependence, that is, xi = xo. If we add a spatial dependency,
we obtain a spatially varying bidirectional reflectance distribution
function. Throughout the paper, when appropriate, we point out
models whose formulation enables the effective characterization of
light–material interaction in terms of the above quantities.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Light interaction with a typical tissue structure (a) and
the BSSRDF geometry (b).
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To meet our survey goals, we classify the literature on appearance
modelling not only according to the tissue type they represent, but
also according to the Computer Graphics approach used to model
them. Therefore, inspired by the literature about material appear-
ance modelling [Fer03, DRS08, BK10], we define four classes as
follows:

� Functional Models: This class provides solutions that con-
vey visual information necessary to complete a task, like a la-
paroscopy surgery simulator, but do not target high visual real-
ism. Dorsey and colleagues call them empirical models in their
book [DRS08]. We extend Ferwerda’s original definition [Fer03]
to characterize approaches that use simple and generic lighting
models, such as Lambertian reflection, Phong’s specular term
and so on.

� Biophysically Inspired Models: These models were designed
to be primarily employed in the generation of believable im-
ages without attempting to accurately simulate the specific bio-
physical processes responsible for tissue appearance attributes.
Consequently, their evaluations did not go beyond the vi-
sual inspection of the resulting images [BK10]; they aim at
photorealism.

� Physically Based Models: Considering [Fer03], the formula-
tion of the models in this class describes physical processes for
light–matter interaction to represent appearance. Therefore, they
implement physics constraints such as energy conservation. Be-
sides, they can directly apply actual data or fit lighting models
parameters. The approaches in this category use purely geometric
information to derive their results.

� Biophysically Based Models: We include, in this class, models
that accurately simulate fundamental photobiophysical processes
that determine the appearance of tissues. Besides, these models
apply important tissue optics concepts for reproducing spatial
and spectral responses comparable to actual data in a parametric
formulation with regards to the tissue biophysical compounds
optical properties [BK10]. Besides geometric information, the
models in this class also use dynamic biophysical processes to
model light–matter interaction.

From Functional to biophysically based models, we observe in-
creasing complexity in the modelling process. Later, in Section 10,
we discuss how these classes evolved over time, and what we can
expect from future research in this area.

4. Human Tissues and their Modeling

In Table 1, we present a summary of the surveyed approaches, or-
ganized by tissue types and modelling classes. In this summary, we
only included research where the organs tissue appearance was ad-
dressed. For some tissues, particularly muscles, there is an extensive
body of research that addresses their physical behaviour, mostly for
computer animation purposes [ISYM15, KPL*16]. Since our focus
is on the appearance modelling, these approaches were not included.
Furthermore, optical properties of human organic materials vary in-
dividually due to factors such as disorders, habits and emotions.
Therefore, we included works about these dynamic appearance ef-
fects in our review. We treat death as a limit for our search. Thus,
tissues such as hair [KK89, MJC*03, WBK*07], fur [YTJR15]

and nails, which are skin appendages of dead cells, were not
included.

For computer graphics goals and digital material representation,
we will argue that we should target the mesoscale present in tissues.
Maybe an analogy will help. If we think of rendering a house, com-
puter graphics has approaches for modelling of appearance based
on the many materials needed to make the house. We know how
to render wood, metals, glass and so on. We think of appearance
modelling in terms of the many materials needed to render the ob-
jects as needed. We do not focus on the objects themselves, such
as doors or furniture; we focus on the materials needed to make
these. We think we need a similar strategy for human living tissue.
It is important to note, however, that we do not think that a tissue-
based approach will guarantee the same flexibility we now have for
non-organic material modelling. We do not expect, for instance, that
solutions for one organ of a particular type of tissue will automat-
ically translate into a solution for another organ. Nevertheless, we
can expect methodologies and models to be similar, benefiting the
area as a whole.

Another advantage of a tissue-based approach is that models can
be incrementally built. Let us consider the previously mentioned
blood vessel, composed of three different tissues. An initial model
could consider only the outer connective layer as a constituent el-
ement. The other two layers made of muscle and epithelial tissue
could be added as required, considering the visual quality of results
as a metric.

Our taxonomy for the reviewed papers, that is the classes of
tissue types, were populated according to the organ tissue that was
actually modelled. Since organs often present multiples types of
tissues in their composition, we classified the reviewed methods
taking into account the organ structure to identify the main tissue
that was simulated.

Below, we detail the many approaches summarized in Table 1. In
the next sections, we organized the different methods for modelling
of light–material interactions by tissue type. We then concisely ex-
amine research representative of each methodology underscoring
the organ descriptions employed by them. For consistency pur-
poses, we initially provide a brief overview of each organ main
morphological characteristics.

5. Epithelial Tissue

The epithelium is a continuous sheet of cells over a basement
membrane that protects cavities and organs from infections
[ONN13]. This tissue has different shapes of component cells
organized from simple to stratified layers, where the skin is an
instance that has been the object of different lines of research
in computer graphics, from models to compute its appearance
attributes (e.g. [INN07, BK10]) and techniques to capture these
attributes from living subjects (e.g. [MWL*99, WMP*06, GHP*08,
JSB*10]) to algorithms to simulate variations on its appearance over
time (e.g. [BW17, Che15, IGAJG15]), just to name a few. In fact, a
comprehensive review of the extensive body of work aiming at the
rendering of skin would merit a state-of-the-art report in its own
right, contributing to recent efforts as in [KRP*15]. Clearly, such
a review would be beyond the scope of this paper centred on how
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Table 1: Summary of approaches for living human tissue research in computer graphics.

Modeling

Tissue Organ Functional Biophysically inspired Physically based Biophysically based

Epithelium Skin – [HK93] [Sta01] [JMLH01]
[JB02] [DJ05] [INN07]

[dLE07] [DWd*08] [JSB*10]
[BW17]

[MWL*99]
[WMP*06]
[GHP*08]

[GTB*13] [AS17]

[KB04] [DJ06]
[CBKM15] [Che15]
[IGAJG15] [BVC17]

(Section 5) Bronchus – – [CDS*04]
[CDS*06]

–

Uterus – [BZH*05] [MB12] [MB14] –
Teeth – [Gon10] [SB10] [LFJB12]

[JMDH12] [Jun16]
– –

Blood [BCHSS99]
[HSD10]

[BMPG11]
[BPBG13] [UF15]

[AMS*15]

– – [YBK*12]

Connective
(Section 6)

Bones, Ligaments
and Cartilage

[sCHRU85]
[ECBH06]
[DGBW09]

[KSS09] [DHF*16] – –

Liver [KMKK88] [MCT*98] [NC99] [NHS02]
[HLX*09] [LWHL12]

[NMCW17] –

Muscle (Section 7) Eye [SBMH94] [LBS*03] [FGBB09]
[BBN*14] [BBGB16]

– [WLVB06]
[KBC*17a]

Nervous (Section 8) Brain – – [aCWJ*11]
[aCJB*12]

–

General Approaches (Section 9) [SG78] [Rob99]
[SBD*00]

[ELDzY04] [E*05] [LJD07]
[BTM17]

[QBY*15]
[QBY*16]

–

the distinct representations of human tissues affect the modelling
of their appearance. Accordingly, in this section, we loosely
organize the different methodologies used in the modelling of
light and skin interactions. In addition, we report the methods for
representing epithelial tissue of internal organs such as bronchus
and uterus.

5.1. Skin

Human skin is usually described as being composed of three distinct
tissues, namely stratum corneum, epidermis and dermis [YTY09].
The stratum corneum and the epidermal layers (stratum lucidum,
stratum granulosum, stratum spinosum and stratum basale, from
the outermost to the innermost) are predominantly composed of
stratified cells [AP82]. It is worth noting that the stratum lucidum
is a clear layer found only in thick skin regions such as palms and
soles [dG95].

Melanin, arguably the main light absorber found in human skin,
is synthesized by melanocyte cells in the stratum basale, where it
is preferentially concentrated [dG95]. As the epidermal cells move
upward, it is distributed throughout the full thickness of the up-
per epidermal layers [KSZC91]. This pigment may occur in a
colloidal form or clustered within organelles called melanosomes
[Pat95].

In lightly pigmented specimens, the melanosomes can form clus-
ters surrounded by a transparent membrane known as melanosome

complexes, while in darkly pigmented specimens they occur as
denser and individually dispersed particles [SGPF69, OGE73].
The presence of melanosomes and melanosome complexes in
the cutaneous tissues may result in detour and sieve effects
that can affect the probability of light absorption [But64,
Lat84].

The dermis forms the bulk of the full thickness of skin. It can be
divided into the papillary dermis and reticular dermis [AP82]. Com-
pared to the reticular dermis, the papillary dermis is relatively thin
and contains smaller sized structural collagen fibrils. The dermis
also contains a network of blood vessels, with wider vessels being
located in the reticular dermis, and its optical properties are largely
affected by the presence of hemoglobin and other blood-borne pig-
ments such as bilirubin and beta-carotene.

Eventually, the light traversing the cutaneous tissues may reach
the hypo-dermis. This adipose tissue consists mostly of fat cells that
contain a number of smooth droplets of lipids whose size is larger
than that of typical tissue scatterers [BGKT05]. Light reflection by
these large cellular structures can contribute to the overall scattering
of light within the dermis [YTY09].

In the next sections, we introduce a review of skin sampling
methods to capture skin appearance, then we approach models to
represent skin light–material interaction. Incidentally, the terms ‘de-
terministic’ and ‘stochastic’ employed in the taxonomy presented
in Section 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 refer to whether or not the models possess
some inherent randomness [RAG13].
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5.1.1. Appearance capturing methods

Marschner et al. [MWL*99] introduced the sampling of skin at-
tributes from living subjects for computer graphics purposes. In
their work, the BRDF of skin was measured based on a set of pho-
tographs taken in a controlled environment, that is with specific
lighting and camera poses, besides known geometries. By comput-
ing the pictures inverse rendering, the authors could quickly estimate
the skin reflectance of a human face. Since then, capturing the skin
reflectance has been addressed in many computer graphics works,
varying from their acquisition setup to the skin layered structure
modelling [DHT*00, WMP*06, GHP*08, AS17].

Jimenez et al. [JSB*10] presented a method to render facial
skin considering the dynamic appearance of emotions, such that,
mechanical deformations and involuntary dilatation/constriction of
blood vessels impact on the final skin rendering. They acquire
haemoglobin distribution over facial expressions of living subjects
through the SIAscopeTM system [CCH99], which is an imaging de-
vice for skin subsurface sampling under coloured and near-infrared
polarized lighting. In this context, they computed the histogram of
haemoglobin distribution maps from every expression and applied
a local histogram matching over the original rendering.

Graham et al. [GTB*13] discussed the skin surface geometry
description as an important factor for improving the visual realism
of renderings. They proposed a technique for skin microstructure
synthesis based on scanned patches from high-resolution images of
a subject. In small scale, this method computes the surface normal
and the BRDF for every pixel in a skin patch. In fact, each face
region was sampled in a different patch that was the input for an
extended Ashikhmin algorithm [Ash01] (an example-based texture
synthesis technique) to compute the rendering for a new face.

5.1.2. Biophysically inspired models

The first representative model in this group is the multiple-layer
scattering model, henceforth referred to as HK model, proposed by
Hanrahan and Krueger [HK93]. This model employs a stochastic
formulation based on the application of Monte Carlo methods for
simulating light propagation in human tissue [Pra88]. Within its for-
mulation, the skin tissues are represented using two layers, one for
the epidermis and the other for the dermis. This model was designed
to simulate the scattering behaviour of layered organic (e.g. skin and
leaves) and inorganic (e.g. snow and sand) materials appearing in
nature. Because of its generality, it overlooks specific characteristics
and properties of the skin tissues such as the mechanisms of light
absorption by pigments like melanin and haemoglobin. As a result,
the quantities associated with the spectral distribution of light (e.g.
reflectance) and responsible for the skin chromatic attributes are not
computed directly. Instead, they are implicitly introduced into the
model as input data.

Stam [Sta01] proposed the discrete ordinate model, henceforth
referred to as DO model. It employs the discrete ordinate approach
for radiative transfer [SC84]. It was also developed to simulate the
scattering behaviour of different layered materials, including skin.
Within its original formulation, the skin tissues are represented by a
single layer with constant optical properties. Similar to the previous
model, spectral quantities related to skin reflectance are introduced

into the model as input parameters, that is mechanisms of light
absorption by natural pigments were only implicitly considered.

Jensen et al. [JMLH01] proposed a model based on the diffu-
sion theory [Ish78] to simulate the scattering behaviour of translu-
cent materials (Figure 5). Within its formulation, the entire skin
structure is represented as one medium. This model henceforth re-
ferred to as the DT model, employs the diffusion approximation
for isotropic media known as the dipole method [BK10]. This ap-
proximation consists in placing two point sources relative to the
surface, one representing the positive real light located below the
surface, and the other representing a negative virtual light positioned
above the surface. It is then used to compute the radiant exitance
at the propagation point separated by a certain distance from the
incidence point. Following these approximations, the scattering be-
haviour of a material sample is quantified in terms of the BSSRDF.
The performance of this model was later improved by Jensen and
Buhler [JB02] through the incorporation of a two-pass hierarchical
algorithm. Recently, Frisvad et al. [FHK14] extended the previous
method computing a directional ray source diffusion instead of a
point source diffusion positioned relative to the surface. Similarly
to the standard DT model, they compute rays positioned along to the
surface normal, but these rays are defined towards the incidence and
emergence points on the media. Finally, this method allows to ana-
lytically compute subsurface scattering with a better representation
for the light–material interaction.

Donner and Jensen [DJ05] extended the diffusion approximation
used by the DT model [JMLH01] to account for multiple thin lay-
ers. For a single thin planar slab within a multi-layered material,
diffusion profiles are computed using a multipole (a sum of a num-
ber of dipoles). These profiles describe the amount of light reflected
and transmitted by the slab considering an infinitesimal focused
beam of light impinging on it. Different profiles are computed for
each wavelength of interest. To improve performance, d’Eon et al.
[dLE07] proposed the approximation of these diffusion profiles by a
sum of Gaussians. When applying this framework to the skin, Don-
ner and Jensen [DJ05] consider the skin subdivided into three layers,
namely the epidermis, the ‘upper’ dermis and the ‘bloody’ dermis.
To characterize each of these layers, they used values for their corre-
sponding volumetric absorption and scattering coefficients available
in the tissue optics literature [Tuc00].

Later on, Donner et al. [DWd*08] addressed one of the limitations
of previous diffusion theory–based models (namely the assumption
that skin layers are homogeneous), presenting a layered hetero-
geneous method for skin appearance representation. More specifi-
cally, they employed 2D parameter maps to account for biophysical

Figure 5: Images of a textured face before (left) and after (right)
the addition of the subsurface scattering simulation provided by the
DT model [JB02].
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variations within these tissues. Donner et al. [DWd*08] presented
a spectral shading model that expanded upon the work by Don-
ner and Jensen [DJ05] and d’Eon et al. [dLE07]. In their model,
skin is represented by two layers, epidermis and dermis, along with
an infinitesimally thin absorbing layer between them. In order to
characterize the volumetric scattering and absorption coefficients of
each layer, they employed formulas provided by Jacques [Jac98]. It
is worth noting that these formulas, which were considered tentative
approximations by Jacques, overlook relevant light attenuation pro-
cesses taking place within the skin tissues such as the scattering by
the melanosomes in the epidermis and the scattering by the collagen
fibrils in the papillary dermis.

5.1.3. Deterministic biophysically based models

In a subsequent work, Donner and Jensen [DJ06] applied the multi-
pole method [DJ05] in conjunction with a spectral model to specifi-
cally render the appearance of skin. They considered it to be formed
by two layers, the epidermis and dermis, and used simple func-
tions to approximate the absorption coefficients of melanin and
haemoglobin. These coefficients along with approximation formu-
las provided by Jacques [Jac98] were used to compute volumetric
absorption and scattering coefficients for each of the two layers.
This model was quantitatively evaluated by comparing modeled
reflectance curves with measured curves. However, comparisons
involving modelled scattering profiles with measured ones were
not performed.

Recently, Iglesias-Guitian et al. [IGAJG15] proposed a spectral
model for aging in which skin is represented by five layers, namely
stratum corneum, epidermis, papillary dermis, reticular dermis and
hypo-dermis. The volumetric absorption and scattering coefficients
for each of these layers are calculated using general formulas pro-
vided in the biomedical literature (e.g. [BGT11, Jac13]). These co-
efficients are then used as input parameters into a general-purpose
Monte Carlo algorithm [WJZ95] in order to obtain the diffusion pro-
files for each of the five layers. Each diffusion profile is transformed
from spectral XYZ tri-stimulus values to sRGB colour space for
rendering. These profiles are given in the form of a sum of six Gaus-
sians (following the method proposed by d’Eon et al. [dLE07]).
Finally, these profiles are plugged in the diffusion approximation
algorithm proposed by Jensen and Buthler [JB02] to perform the
rendering of the skin specimens.

The deterministic formulation employed by models based on the
diffusion approximation makes them faster and amenable to analyt-
ical manipulation. This is particularly of interest for real time ap-
plications. However, the predictive capabilities of these models are
bound by the inherent limitations of the analytical approximations
employed in their formulations. For example, it has been demon-
strated [HJWT95, CSS01] that the diffusion theory approximation
fails to accurately describe light propagation in highly absorbing
media. In the case of human skin, strong absorption is verified
in the UV, visible (below 600nm) and IR (above 1300 nm) do-
mains [AP82]. Although algorithms have been proposed to relax
the limitations of the diffusion theory approximation [dI11], it is
important to note that these algorithms have been evaluated through
theoretical comparisons of their predictions with simulated results
obtained using a general-purpose Monte Carlo algorithm [WJZ95]

Figure 6: Images generated using the HyLIoS model [CBKM15] to
illustrate distinct skin appearance features in the ultraviolet (left),
visible (centre) and infrared (right) spectral domain. The ultraviolet
and infrared spectral responses are depicted in pseudo-colour.

and considering single- and two-layer homogeneous materials. Di-
rect comparisons with skin measured data were not included in the
assessment of their biophysical fidelity.

5.1.4. Stochastic biophysically based models

Stochastic light transport algorithms allow for the proper mod-
elling of complex geometries and optical inhomogeneities [Pra88,
WJZ95], thus supporting the utilization of first principles simulation
approaches. These approaches, in turn, apply fundamental princi-
ples of physics to a material’s microscopic structure in order to build
up the bulk behaviour of how it interacts with light [DRS08].

Krishnaswamy and Baranoski [KB04] proposed the first model
to employ first principles approach for computing both spectral
and scattering quantities for skin specimens. This model, known as
BioSpec (Biophysically based Spectral model), employs ray optics
and Monte Carlo techniques to simulate the processes of light prop-
agation and attenuation in the skin tissues. It considers the stratifica-
tion of skin into four layers: stratum corneum, epidermis, papillary
dermis and reticular dermis. In addition to the variation of melanin
pigmentation, this method is capable of representing skin disorders
like reddening (in a site of the skin due to an inflammation).

Recently, Chen et al. [CBKM15] presented the first hyper-
spectral skin appearance model, henceforth referred to as HyLIoS
(Hyperspectral Light Impingement on Skin), capable of predictively
simulating both the spectral and spatial distributions of light inter-
acting with this complex biological material in the ultraviolet, vis-
ible and infrared domains, from 250–2500 nm (Figure 6). Similar
to BioSpec, HyLIoS employs stochastic techniques within a first-
principles framework. Within this framework, skin is represented
by seven layers (stratum corneum, stratum granulosum, stratum
spinosum, stratum basale, papillary dermis and reticular dermis).
The role played by the hypo-dermis on the skin hyper-spectral re-
sponses is also taken into consideration.

HyLIoS is the first model to explicitly account for the particle na-
ture of the melanosomes. Their size, shape, orientation and distribu-
tion are incorporated into the simulations using a probabilist strategy
[KB07]. Using this strategy, melanosomes (and melanosome com-
plexes) are generated, positioned and oriented on-the-fly in a given
epidermal layer. This approach enables the simulation of light in-
teractions with each melanosome without having to explicitly store
these organelles. Consequently, HyLIoS accounts not only for light
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detour and sieve effects [But64, Lat84], but also the physical dis-
tances travelled by light within these tissues. Hence, the radiometric
responses derived from the light interaction processes affecting skin
appearance can be quantified in terms of BSSRDF since the dis-
tances that may separate the light incidence and outgoing points are
explicitly provided by the simulations.

It is worth noting that both BioSpec and HyLIoS take into ac-
count the presence of collagen fibrils in the papillary dermis and
comprehensively simulate the putative occurrence of Rayleigh scat-
tering in this tissue. More specifically, both models compute the
corresponding Rayleigh scattering coefficient as a function of the
fibril’s radius and then adjust the direction of light propagating in
this tissue accordingly. These features proved to be essential for
the identification of the biophysical mechanisms responsible for
the bluish appearance of cyanotic skin [BVC17] and subcutaneous
veins [SRVL18].

Depending on the level of abstraction employed in the charac-
terization of the target material, the results provided by stochastic
models of light transport can have a high degree of predictabil-
ity. This aspect was verified in both models outlined above, which
have been extensively evaluated through comparisons of their pre-
dictions with actual measured data. Due to their nature, however,
stochastic models can be substantially more time-consuming than
their counterparts. Consequently, in order to make them suitable for
applications requiring high interactive rates, it is often necessary
to employ parallel processing strategies and specialized graphics
hardware.

5.1.5. Dynamic appearance for skin

Skin is the epithelial tissue that received most attention for dynamic
appearance representation. As mentioned in the above sections,
Computer Graphics methods represent from skin aging [IGAJG15]
to facial haemoglobin distribution caused by emotions [JSB*10].
Besides, some works approached skin pigmentation disorders in
visible [KB04] and non-visible [CBKM15] lighting. For instance,
Barros [BW17] presented a method to simulate hyper-pigmented
and hypo-pigmented skin lesions using reaction–diffusion for com-
puting local melanosomes concentrations. This model output is suit-
able with layered models for skin as [JMLH01] or even for texture
synthesis. If we know how to control oxygen levels in human blood
and understand their relation to human face colour, we can apply this
knowledge to enhance the appearance of virtual humans [AMS*15,
ABMH16].

Feess and colleagues [FKM16] introduced a wound healing
model based on biochemistry and biomechanics that simulates the
deformations of skin and formation of scars during the healing
process. For skin tissue, they consider the fibrotic appearance of
the scars due to the collagen type and represent it by diffusion
equations. In another recent work, Choi et al. [CGC17] used bio-
logical information about the skin pigmentation to synthesize the
appearance of scars. They presented a method to estimate, from ref-
erence images computed by inverse-lighting, scar properties such
as melanin and haemoglobin concentrations. These rendering pa-
rameters together with a tessellation process express the scar ge-
ometry and appearance over a target image of actual skin. Fi-

nally, Chen [Che15] proposed the first physiologically based frame-
work for the simulation and visualization of skin tanning dynam-
ics. It allows for distinct skin appearance models (e.g. BioSpec or
HyLIoS) to be employed in the rendering of images depicting tanned
subjects.

5.2. Bronchus

In the human respiratory system, trachea and bronchus have similar-
ities in their internal wall structure as a specialized epithelial tissue
lined by a thin mucous layer. Under this layer, longitudinal folds
formed by elastic fibres have nervous and glands permeated by small
arteries and lymph vessels. A dense cartilage layer covered by con-
nective tissue composes the bronchus external tunic. The bronchus
innermost layer is a columnar pseudo-stratified epithelium (i.e. a
layered structure with several cells) that has cilia lubricated by se-
cretions containing immunoglobulins, and glycoproteins [ONN13].

For computer graphics, this luminal structure attracts some in-
terest due to the availability of image data from its internal wall
captured by endoscopes. To formulate models about bronchus
light–material interaction require complete descriptions of this phe-
nomenon, especially from in vivo samples. Unfortunately, to the
best of our knowledge, such data remains unavailable in biomedical
reports. On the other hand, data-driven approaches could replicate
an expected behaviour and appearance.

Chung et al. [CDS*04] measured the BRDF of the bronchi us-
ing the images and tracked position obtained from an endoscopy
camera. They also used data from a previously captured MRI of the
specific patient to complete the data necessary to recover intrinsic
visual properties from the surface. In a later work [CDS*06], the au-
thors extended the previous method with statistical texture synthesis
for disocclusion removal and assessed the resulting realism in an
experiment with 12 users. Although they did not compare synthetic
images with real ones, they obtained rather positive results from
users classifying images between real and computer generated.

5.3. Uterus

Present in female mammalians, the uterus is a luminal structure
lined by a mucous membrane over three layers of different tissues.
Endometrium, the innermost layer, is a thin columnar epithelial
tissue that disappears during the menstrual cycle. The intermediate
layer, named myometrium, is a thick smooth muscle tissue with
blood vessels and connective tissue. Finally, the mesometrium is a
connective tissue covering the organ shape [ONN13].

Three-dimensional representation of uterus is an important issue
for ultrasound devices in the Medical Imaging area. For Computer
Graphics, however, specific methods are not usual. Nevertheless,
Bachofen et al. [BZH*05] presented a method for uterus tissue
rendering in a Hysteroscopy simulator (where the organ lumen is
inspected during the surgery) (see Figure 7). They computed multi-
pass rendering, where Bump Mapping reproduces the tissue rough-
ness and the Blinn–Phong model [Bli77] solves the light–material
interaction over a textured surface. Besides, textured quads ori-
ented, according to the camera viewpoint, modelled tissue fibres
and bleeding in real time.
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Figure 7: Rendering of the uterus tissue in a Hysteroscopy simula-
tion from [BZH*05].

Malti and Bartoli [MB12] addressed physically plausible light-
ing models for rendering in vivo organs. They argued that the or-
gans optical properties undergo significant changes when they are
ex vivo. In this context, they presented a method to estimate the
Cook–Torrance [CT82] model parameters using a standard La-
paroscopy surgery for sampling organ’s BRDF, as the uterus. Al-
though BRDF has four degrees of freedom, they assessed only
samples where the light was collinear to the camera direction, as-
suming that data approximates the material behaviour. In 2014, these
same authors presented a method to reconstruct deformed human
uterus tissue from single view laparoscopy images based on their
BRDF measurement technique [MB14]. In fact, their focus was not
on rendering, since their concern was mainly the estimation of the
organ’s shape. Nevertheless, we mentioned these works here be-
cause of their specific organic optical properties measurement and
their importance for the Cook–Torrance fitting of the uterus tissue
material.

6. Connective tissues

Connective tissues are a group of tissues responsible for maintain-
ing the form and structure of the body and its organs [Mes17].
The group includes several types of fibrous tissue with different
densities and varying cells distributions. Bone, ligaments, tendons,
cartilage and fat are all part of this group, providing cohesion and
internal support for all other tissues. The factor that distinguishes
the different types of connective tissues and bases their anatomi-
cal classification is the relative proportion among its constituents:
extracellular fibres (collagen and elastin), stationary and migrating
cells and amorphous ground substance. In each specialized form
of connective tissues, one component or another may predominate
over all the others, depending upon the local structural or metabolic
requirements [OSM16]. This allows for a single prototypic tissue
to originate specialized tissues with functions and appearances as
diverse as those of blood and fascia—the sheet of fibrous con-
nective tissue that separates the muscles and the organs. One can
hypothesize that a common matrix could also be used to model the
appearance of these tissues in computer graphics. In this section, we
address works where the connective tissue appearance of an organ
was the target for their graphics representation method.

Figure 8: Incisors rendered using Shetty and Bailey [SB10] method
with different choices for scattering and absorption properties.

6.1. Human teeth

The translucent appearance of a human tooth is determined by the
interaction of light with the three different layers of material that
compose the tooth. The two outermost layers, enamel and dentin,
play the most important role, and all of the attempts to simulate
the appearance of teeth have focused on modelling only these two
layers. In addition to correctly representing the thickness of the
enamel and dentin layers, determining their optical properties is
critical for producing a convincing simulation. The external shape
of the tooth must also be modelled correctly in order to produce an
effective result [Gon10].

For both enamel and dentin, scattering dominates absorption by
at least an order of magnitude. The scattering and absorption co-
efficients of enamel are highly wavelength dependent (blue light
is scattered far more than red light), but the same is not true for
dentin. There is, however, significant variation in the scattering and
absorption properties amongst different members in the human pop-
ulation. The index of refraction is usually taken to be constant across
all wavelengths when modelling both enamel and dentin. Scatter-
ing from both enamel and dentin is very anisotropic [FGFS95].
Although many attempts to render the appearance of teeth ignore
the scattering phase function, other more general efforts employ a
modified version of the Henyey–Greenstein function that has fit to
measured data.

Shetty and Bailey [SB10] employed the dipole and multi-
pole diffusion approximation technique, developed by Donner and
Jensen [DJ05], to simulate the appearance of teeth. While other at-
tempts to recreate the translucent appearance of teeth have selected
fixed values for the scattering, absorption and anisotropy proper-
ties, Shetty and Bailey [SB10] left this up to the user’s discretion
by providing a graphical user interface that allowed people to make
adjustments to these parameters. While the range of possible values
was determined by data from Fried et al. [FGFS95], the interface
had red, green and blue sliders to set the scattering and absorption
for enamel and for dentin. Example renderings produced using this
system are shown in Figure 8. One limitation of this work is that it
was only possible to make pictures of a single tooth from a limited
range of views. This makes it difficult to evaluate circumstances
where the diffusion approximation could break down, such as
irregular geometry and oblique lighting angles. On the other hand,
this appears to be a real time system.
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Figure 9: Three different teeth rendered using the volume photon
mapping method described in [JMDH12].

Larsen et al. [LFJB12] also used the multipole technique devel-
oped by Donner and Jensen [DJ05], however, they allowed views
to be made from a wider range of directions. Just like Shetty and
Bailey [SB10], they employed the optical parameters reported by
Fried and his colleagues [FGFS95], but they included a coating of
saliva on the surface of the teeth as part of their simulation. While
their system has greater interactivity because it allows pictures to
be made from many different viewpoints, the translucent proper-
ties of the teeth are not depicted as effectively as in the Shetty and
Bailey [SB10] work.

The volume photon mapping method described by Jung
et al. [JMDH12] and Jung [Jun16] is the most general approach
that has been taken thus far to the rendering of human teeth. Volume
photon mapping [JC98] allows subtle light interactions within the
tooth to be modelled, but it is computationally expensive to achieve
these results and the system does not run in real time. The scatter-
ing and absorption spectra given by Spitzer and ten Bosch [StB75],
besides data from ten Bosch and Zijp [tBZ87], were employed in
this work. Anisotropy and phase function data were taken from
Fried et al. [FGFS95], but simplifying assumptions were made
in order to get the solution to converge with an acceptable num-
ber of photons. A rendering produced using this method that in-
cludes the effects of surface and subsurface reflection is shown in
Figure 9.

6.2. Blood

Blood is a very specialized type of connective tissue in which cells
are suspended and carried in a fluid, the plasma. Due to its impor-
tance in many visual scenarios, the appearance of blood is widely
targeted in the literature of computer graphics. However, regardless
of the complex interactions occurring between light and blood, the
literature focused more on simulating the dynamics of blood as a
fluid, often choosing simplistic approaches to model appearance.
Basdogan [BCHSS99], for instance, used Navier–Stokes equations
to deform a continuous polyhedral surface that is drawn with a red

Figure 10: Renderings of blood droplets on a microscope slide
showing spectral variations due to different oxygenation levels.
Left: oxygenated (arterial) blood. Right: deoxygenated (venous)
blood [YBK*12].

colour over the anatomy to simulate bleeding in real time. Besides,
blood often played a secondary role in surgery simulations, where
any red fluid is enough to convey the presence of blood and enrich
the visual of a scalpel cutting through flesh [HSD10, BMPG11,
BPBG13, UF15, BTM17]. In realistic rendering, models of light
interaction with human skin sometimes account for the presence
of blood through the incorporation of absorption coefficients of
blood-borne pigments [DJ06, BK10]. Parameters such as oxygena-
tion perfusion and pulse rate have also been used to associate facial
skin appearance to the influence of human emotions on blood pig-
mentation [AMS*15].

As of today, a single work can be found that proposes a predictive
model of the whole blood appearance at the level of light interaction
with the tissue. The model proposed by Yim et at. [YBK*12] is de-
signed to account for specific morphological, optical and physiolog-
ical factors affecting light interactions with blood cells. It employs a
first principles approach that computes both the spectral (reflectance
and transmittance) and spatial (scattering) responses associated to
the appearance attributes of blood. Multi-spectral predictions are
obtained and their correctness evaluated in comparison with actual
measured data. Modelling in such level allows the technique to be
used for both rendering and biomedical applications (see Figure 10).

6.3. Bone, ligaments and cartilage

There is a lower demand for photorealistic rendering of bone, liga-
ments and cartilage from graphics applications when compared to
teeth and blood. This can be explained by the fact that skeletal tissues
rarely appear in movies and games, and when they do, there is no
need for physically accurate realism. Consequently, very few works
approached such tissues in the literature. Besides, while applications
in anatomy, biomechanics and pathology use 3D models of skeletal
tissues, these structures are often rendered with a non-photorealistic
layer to convey density, stress distribution and thickness with colour
mapping [SMBT04, MVG04, MM16].

While most graphics applications are based on polygons, bone,
cartilage and ligament are more often found in medical applica-
tions, where tomographic data obtained from CT or MRI scanners
are rather used. Bone, with anatomical fidelity, first appeared as a
rendered object in the middle of the 1980s [sCHRU85]. As the gold
standard of the time was the Phong shading method, pioneers strug-
gled to provide methods that offer similar visual quality to Phong’s
without a polygonal surface.
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Today, tomographic 2D axial representations or multiplanar re-
formations are the standard data in daily radiological routine. Never-
theless, medical applications benefit from three-dimensional data in
cases where complex anatomy must be conveyed. There, 3D volume
rendering [DCH88, Lev88] of CT or MRI data can offer important
information that 2D images alone cannot convey for pre-operative
planning and post-treatment follow-up [DHF*16]. In such cases, a
volume is often used for rendering instead of a polygonal surface
model. Classical VRT (volume rendering techniques) use raycasting
to sample and integrate intensities from a set of intersecting voxels.
The colour of an image fragment is then defined by the mapping of
these intensities on a transfer function. Surface shading can also be
computed using a variety of lighting models and estimates of the sur-
face normals from thresholds in the surface neighbourhood [CM09,
ZCBM14, CLL*16].

In volume visualization, the data include all body tissues, and a
number of parameters must be set to highlight a specific type of
tissue. Bone can be easily identified in CT as the image intensities
convey material density. Other tissues, including ligament and car-
tilage, are better represented in MRI. While volume visualization
techniques render a remarkably accurate anatomical fidelity, some-
times using global illumination [ZCBM14], none of these tech-
niques focused on modelling connective tissues with physical or
biophysical fidelity from the light–matter interaction viewpoint.

Structural elements have been studied that provide material in-
formation for rendering, for example distribution of cortical and
trabecular bone [DGBW09], and collagen fibre bundles in liga-
ment [ECBH06]. Besides, in surgery simulation, the amount of
blood and water on the bone surface has been used to generate wet
surfaces as a means to enhance realism [KSS09]. All the same,
those works focused on representing tissue structure as a useful
visual augmentation for the application rather than visual realism.

Another class of sliced volumetric data sets is that of high-
resolution photographic images, such as those from the Visible Hu-
man Project data set [Ack98]. Berndt et al. [BTM17] used position
based dynamics to simulate a surgical scenario including bone, soft
tissue and blood. The motion and deformation of solid and fluid
materials are solved by a unified approach based on volumetric par-
ticles. Then, a surface mesh is computed in real time and coloured
by sampling the visible human male [SASW96] photographic data
set. The data set is used as a 3D texture to provide realistic colour
for the different connective tissues. Finally, local lighting models
are applied for shading in real time.

Back to less invasive imaging, a lot of the information contained
in the anatomy tomographic data is ignored by classical VRT. More
recently, cinematic rendering (CR) techniques [DHF*16] are using
neglected information to provide photorealistic rendering to medical
image data. Conventional volume rendering considers only emission
and absorption of energy along a light ray to calculate 3D images,
modelling scattering effects using a local gradient shading model.
CR, instead, solves the multi-dimensional and non-continuous ren-
dering equation [Kaj86] to integrate the light scattered from all
possible directions along a ray. Such path tracing integrates a huge
number of light rays to form each pixel of the rendered image. As the
number of directions is virtually infinite, Monte Carlo simulations
are used to generate a randomized subset of paths, thus control-

Figure 11: Comparison of the graphical realism obtained with
(a) cinematic rendering and (b) conventional volume rendering from
the same CT data (extracted from [DHF*16]).

ling the computations cost. Averaging the numerous Monte Carlo
samples progressively allows obtaining the final image. Moreover,
light maps are used for illumination. Using high dynamic range light
maps leads to a natural illumination of the rendered data, which con-
trasts with images generated with conventional volume rendering
(Figure 11). Despite the potential benefits of CR compared to con-
ventional volume rendering, there is a higher computational power
demand required for the CR technique because of the more complex
lighting model. Rendering of the final image is currently measured
in seconds.

The method has a great potential to be quickly integrated in the set
of tools used for learning anatomy and also to be used in computer
animation tools designed for human anatomy. The potential of CR
for medical applications and any possible advantage in relation to
using conventional volume rendering for exams, however, will have
to be evaluated by future research [AF16].

6.4. Liver

Although the liver is a digestive system organ with restricted access
for material sampling (unlike, e.g. skin or eyes), it has attracted a lot
of attention in computer graphics research, being the most targeted
internal organ. This is probably due to the liver being a parenchy-
matous organ (i.e. a moderate stiffness volume of functional cells)
with a rather stable shape. Besides, the liver has a thin connective
tissue over its lobes, named Glisson capsule, supporting the organ
stroma and parenchyma.

Kashiwagi et al. [KMKK88] introduced the liver 3D visualization
as a result from an accurate geometry reconstruction plus a phe-
nomenological lighting model. They computed a single colour for
every geometric primitive of a triangular mesh reconstructed from
CT-Scan images (Flat Shading). For the organic material represen-
tation, they assumed it as a Lambertian surface, that is considering
only the diffuse part of the light–material interaction. Although the
results highlight the organ anatomy, the visual aspect of such tech-
nique looks like a cartoon, as observed by Satava [Sat95], since
the organic tissue has more optical properties than expressed by
this model.
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Marescaux et al. [MCT*98] addressed the immersion in virtual
surgery simulators as a mental effect when the user looks at a 3D im-
age on a screen. To improve the realism of such devices, they recon-
structed the liver geometry from the Visible Human Project [Ack98],
which has a high-resolution volumetric data set of the human body.
For rendering, this method used Gouraud Shading [Gou71], where
colours were assessed for each 3D mesh vertex, computing the
Blinn–Phong lighting model [Bli77] over a photography-based tex-
ture mapping, as introduced by Catmull [Cat74].

Projections from 2D to 3D in texture mapping may cause artifacts
in renderings. Distortions, discontinuities and periodicity decrease
the realism of liver graphics representation. Considering these is-
sues, Neyret and Cani [NC99] proposed an algorithm to map a set of
pattern-based texture samples with specific boundary conditions:

� Texture generation: a set of equilateral triangles represents tex-
ture patches that results from a generalized Worley texture syn-
thesis [Wor96]. To compute these patches, the method subdivides
the texture in a triangular grid. Every grid cell has a random noise
value that defines a point in that region. Moreover, edges of ad-
jacent patches have equalled values and derivative along their
respective boundaries. Finally, each pixel receives a colour com-
puted from the distances to the nine closest points in the grid,
resulting in a generalized Voronoi Diagram.

� Texture mapping: the method presents a second mesh where
its vertices are equally distributed points (considering geodesics
distances). Therefore, they perform this mesh texture coordinates
projection over the original geometric mesh.

In 2002, Neyret et al. [NHS02] argued that the liver surface has a
wet look over cellular noise patterns. Therefore, they extended the
previous technique considering a 3-texture multi-layered texture
mapping as follows:

� Skin: a diffuse procedural texture computed according to the
mentioned Neyret and Cani [NC99] work.

� Reflections: this layer is a generalized reflection map [MH84]
where a smooth ring (expressed through a 2D radial ramp) sim-
ulates the surgery shaped light source reflection over the organ
surface.

� Reactions: a texture built in real time according to user interac-
tions. Represents effects such as blood drops, cauterization and
whitening (which is caused by pressure over the organ surface).
A set of discs with dynamic colour, intensity and opacity are
used to represent the effects’ appearance.

For an accurate blending of the textures, they applied Phong
Shading, assessing the Blinn–Phong lighting model [Bli77] for each
fragment of the image. However, these techniques may produce
plastic-like surfaces, as denoted by Elhelw et al. [ELDzY04].

Hao et al. [HLX*09] introduced the liver mucous layer modelling
by rendering disrupted specular reflections and subsurface scatter-
ing in real time. This technique extended the Blinn–Phong lighting
model, where the diffuse component was computed by 3D model
normal N while the specularity used another normal N ′ from a
Bump Map generated by Perlin noise [Per85]. For subsurface scat-
tering, they applied the Jensen et al. [JMLH01] multiple scattering
approximation. This model is a function of the distance between

the incident and outgoing points where the light travels through a
semi-translucent surface, or in other words, a bidirectional surface
scattering reflectance distribution function.

Liu et al. [LWHL12] extended the previous method presenting
two techniques in order to simulate the liver’s diffuse texture. Stan-
dard procedural noise textures [Per85] simulate the organ tissue
pattern together with an example-based texture [Ash01], where a
real pattern is continuously replicated in a larger image according
to their pixels neighbourhood similarity.

The simulation of the liver’s tissue diffuse texture with proce-
dural methods, as presented by Liu and his colleagues, adds nat-
ural look for this 3D organ overall rendering. However, Nunes
et al. [NMCW17] argued that the rendering of organic tissues re-
quires lighting models that fit the actual material optical properties.
In this context, they introduced a method to estimate the BRDF
of in vivo liver using laparoscopy videos, rendered within a global
illumination approach.

Laparoscopy is an MIS where a camera with embedded light
source (laparoscope device) inside the patient provides the real time
visualization for the surgeons. They advanced the BRDF sampling
for the organic live tissue by using a second laparoscope to cap-
ture footage with a wider range of camera-light combinations. This
increased the BRDF coverage by one order of magnitude, when
compared with methods that use only collinear sampling for inter-
nal organs as in [CDS*04] and [MB12], adding retroreflective and
non-retroreflective samples. It is worth noting that, regarding the
BRDF geometry [NRH*92], they defined the BRDF coverage as
the sampling area integrated over the multiple hemispheres of light
input and output directions. Once the BRDF data were estimated,
they fitted the parameters to the isotropic version of the Ashikhmin
lighting model [AS00] that, according to Ngan [NDM05], was a suit-
able choice for representing materials specular behaviours among
physically plausible models. Finally, Nunes and his colleagues pro-
vided a physically based rendering of the liver according to their
method, as depicted in Figure 16(c).

According to the above review, liver rendering gradually ad-
vanced from shape only approaches to physically based mate-
rial modelling.

7. Muscle Tissue

Muscle tissues have three different types that are classified accord-
ing to their functions, structures and locations. Skeletal muscles pro-
vide voluntary movements of the skeleton through motile forces1

produced by contracting their striations—stripe-like visual features
found in skeletal muscle and transverse bands. The second class, the
smooth muscle, produces motile forces in organs walls for activities
like peristalsis2, parturition3 and so on. Cardiac muscle is a striated
tissue controlled by the autonomic nervous system that forms the

1Motility is the ability to move spontaneously and actively, consuming en-
ergy in the process.
2Peristalsis is a radially symmetrical contraction and relaxation of muscles
that propagates in a wave down a tube, such as the digestive tube.
3Parturition is the action of giving birth.
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Figure 12: Main parts of the human eye. (a) pupil, (b) iris and
(c) sclera. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_eye

myocardium of the heart wall [ONN13]. The cells of the muscle
tissue are, in fact, fibres containing filaments of the myosin and
actin proteins. They work as parallel arrays that interact with each
other causing muscle fibres contraction or shortening. For computer
graphics, the muscle tissue motile forces become an important theme
for research mainly for haptics in virtual environments. For our pur-
poses, the appearance of muscle tissue is important for modelling
and rendering of the eyes.

7.1. Eyes

In 2014, Ruhland et al. [RAB*14] presented a state-of-the-art report
on the many issues associated with computer graphics research on
eyes, including modelling, animation and rendering. Here, we focus
only on the appearance modelling and update the previous report
with the more recent approaches. Eyes are the second most common
topic of research in living human tissue, second only to skin.

Eyes are complex structures composed of many parts with all four
types of tissue present. For appearance modelling, usually only the
eyeball is relevant, illustrated in Figure 12. The white part—called
sclera—is made of connective tissue and the iris of muscle tissue.
Since the iris is the most recognizable part, we classified the eyes
as muscle tissue. Also part of the iris is the rounded aperture called
pupil, where light passes through the lenses to reach the retina, made
of receptor cells.

The earliest eye rendering was presented in 1994 by Sagar and
colleagues[SBMH94]. They presented a virtual reality surgical sim-
ulator targeted for robotic eye surgery. All visible components of
the eye were modelled, including the eyelashes. The sclera was
rendered as simple Gouraud shaded polygons. For the iris, they de-
veloped two possibilities: a procedural model or texture mapping,
and their use, combined or alone, was determined by the required
performance of the tool. The iris procedural model was composed
by two layers of individually shaded polygons to account for the
many iris fibres. Retinal blood vessels, partially visible through the
sclera, were modelled as a fractal tree [Opp86].

Arguably, the iris has been the most targeted part of the human eye
in appearance modelling. Lefohn et al. [LBS*03] used inspiration
from the making of eye prostheses to drive their model for eye and

iris synthesis. Ocularists are professionals who specialize in making
prosthetic eyes, using a laborious process perfected over years, with
very convincing visual quality. The artificial eye is made through a
detailed process of hand painting a large number of semitransparent
overlapping layers. Each layer will bring more depth and detail to
the overall result. The approach taken by the authors uses digitized
copies of these semitransparent layers as texture maps and raytrace
them over a collection of right circular cones representing the ge-
ometry. Area lights are added as environment maps, increasing the
final visual quality.

The only biophysical model for iris synthesis was introduced by
Lam and Baranoski in 2006 [WLVB06]. Using knowledge about
the iris constitution and eye morphology, they developed a three-
layer model called ILIT, for iridal light transport model. Light
rays reach and traverse iridal tissues following optical properties
according to stochastic processes controlling the next state of a
ray, reflected or refracted. The model is completed with scattering
and absorption events affecting ray direction and termination. The
whole process is implemented using a Monte Carlo approach and
therefore is not amenable to real time simulations. A set of biophys-
ical meaningful parameters allow great flexibility and control over
the results. The radiometric outputs of the model were validated
against actual measured iridal data, showing a general quantitative
agreement.

The high computational cost of the ILIT model motivated the
search for faster alternatives. François and colleagues presented
in 2009 [FGBB09] a reasonably complex pipeline of operations
to render clones of real eyes in real time. First, from two iris
photographs—with and without reflections—they extract the 3D
shape of the iris. This step includes unrefracting the iris image
due to the cornea curvature. Next, they estimate scattering param-
eters for this particular geometry using an iterative method based
on comparisons between images of the real and the virtual irises.
Finally, the virtual iris is rendered at interactive rates using subsur-
face texture mapping [FPBB08] augmented with a refraction and
caustic functions.

More recently, Bérard and colleagues [BBN*14] presented a com-
plete and complex framework for capturing both eye geometry and
appearance, similar to [FGBB09] in the goal of eye cloning for
digital doubles. Their approach included a special hardware setup
with cameras, flashes and LED lights for proper data acquisition,
capturing eyes from real actors. Following the image acquisition
step, first the sclera, and then cornea and iris are modelled. The
final renderings present a distinct organic high quality, however, it
takes around 4 h for the reconstruction and rendering process to
take place. A visual comparison between synthetic eyes rendered
with François’s technique (2009) and Bérard’s technique (2014) is
given in Figure 13. Also, as presented, there is no possibility for
customization of the acquired geometry and texture.

As a method to efficiently provide the rendering of customized
eyes, Bérard et al. [BBGB16] proposed a strategy for leveraging the
reconstructions of the previous work merging samples of 30 sub-
jects according to their properties variation. In fact, they presented
a parametric model where the shape, iris and sclera where individ-
ually computed over the database samples to approximate arbitrary
eyes appearance.
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Figure 13: Visual comparison between results for eye rendering
from [FGBB09] on the left and [BBN*14] on the right. Source:
original papers.

Figure 14: The final rendering of the living brain surface using
the preferred BRDF and colour from calibrated operating theater
photographs. Subsurface scattering has been applied and the veins
are procedurally generated. The inset represents the brain surface
visible following a craniotomy. Source: [aCJB*12])

The geometry of the sclera is computed by customizing a geo-
metric proxy for the eyeball using an image-based approach. Sclera
texture is computed from the captured images augmented with tex-
ture synthesis techniques [EL99]. The cornea is modelled with an
optimization approach applied to the control points of a B-Spline
representing the cornea, using a set of reflection, refraction and
position constraints from the images. The 3D iris is reconstructed
together with the pupil, also using optimization to find the final
shape from an initial similar shape. Due to the quality of image
capture, iris texture maps are used to render the final images.

One possible drawback of models from first principles is their
usually high computational cost. This issue is addressed on a recent
paper by Kravchenko et al. [KBC*17a]. The iridal light transport
model presented in [WLVB06] was reengineered such that it is
possible to run simulations in real time. By using CUDA [CBM*08]
coupled with careful evaluation of the key parameters used in the
simulation, they were able to achieve interactive rates. The main
idea was to downsample the number of spectral samples on the
spectral curves and the number of rays used in the Monte Carlo
simulation. To fine-tune how much downsampling was adequate,
they used a device-independent CIE metric [MEO94] that states
that below a certain threshold, a human observer cannot distinguish
between similar images. This successful strategy could be used
with similar computing intensive models, easing the adoption of
specialized predictive rendering models in real time applications
such as games.

Figure 15: A standard texture rendering with Blinn–Phong lighting
model (left) and a result computed by roughness and mucous layer
colour mapping (right). Source: [E*05].

8. Nervous Tissue

The nervous tissue composes the central (CNS) and peripheral
(PNS) nervous systems based on two types of cells: supporting cells
(glia) and nerve cells (neurons). Neurons are a highly specialized
cell that generates nervous impulses and transmits them to other
neurons and organs. This conductivity is not present in glial cells
since their function is mainly to support and protect neurons. Some
CNS structures present arterial and venous vessels transversing the
nervous tissue through the cerebrospinal fluid (a colourless fluid
derived from blood plasma). The amount of myelin (a fatty white
substance that is an electrical insulator) in a CNS tissue controls its
appearance aspect, for example, as in the brain gray matter [ONN13,
Mar15].

8.1. Brain

For computer graphics purposes, the brain is the only interesting
organ made of nervous tissue, being the largest and most complex
mass of nervous tissue in our bodies [Mar15]. The cerebrum is the
largest part of the brain and is composed of right and left hemi-
spheres. It is the cerebrum that is usually exposed when a segment
of skull is removed during a neurosurgery procedure. The surface
of the cerebrum has a folded appearance called the cortex that has a
grey-brown colour. The surface membrane of the brain also contains
a network of blood vessels of various sizes and structure.

One approach to rendering the brain surface involves calculating
a BRDF to model how light reflects on the surface of the brain
[aCWJ*11, aCJB*12]. The final result (see Figure 14) uses colour
information obtained from photographs taken during a neurosurgery
procedure and a BRDF measured from a substitute material as the
process of calculating a calibrated BRDF was too obtrusive to be
obtained during the surgery being performed on the patient. Several
different parameters for the brain BRDF were considered including
measurements obtained from a cadaver brain. The results were val-
idated by neurosurgeons and anatomy experts and it is interesting
to note that the cadaver measurements were not seen as realistic. In
fact, animal meat with water flowing over it produced the best results
for the BRDF model. Lamb steak was selected. The final rendering
is also enhanced by the use of subsurface scattering and the brain
surface is overlaid with a network of procedurally generated veins.
It has been implemented on the GPU for real time rendering.
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Figure 16: Examples of results for different human tissues and modelling classes. Top: (a) skin modelling from [HK93] (biophysically
inspired), (b) [MWL*99] (physically based) and (c) [IGAJG15] (biophysically based). Middle: (d) liver tissue modelling from [KMKK88]
(functional), (e) [NHS02] (Biophysically Inspired) and (f) [NMCW17] (physically based). Bottom: (g) eyes tissue modelling from [SBMH94]
(functional), (h) [LBS*03] (biophysically inspired) and (i) [KBC*17b] (biophysically based). Source: adapted from the original papers.

9. General Approaches

Here we review research that was not clearly part of the previous
groups because they address more than one type of tissue or have
a general approach useful for all types. For instance, Sunguroff
and Greenberg [SG78] established the standard pipeline for render-
ing organic structures based on CT scan images. In their method,
segmented images of the organs contour were fitted by B-Splines
curves, producing a 3D geometry. The material appearance was
computed by the Blinn–Phong [Bli77] reflection model, which re-
sults in a smooth, coloured and translucent surface. This method al-
lows the 3D visualization of the human organs, however, no specific
material property was taken into account. Similarly, Robb [Rob99]
used the Visible Human project [Ack98] data as input to improve
the organs geometric reconstruction. However, the organic material
representation was reduced to the Lambert reflection model over

interpolated textures from the same data set, which neglects specu-
lar reflections but improves the rendering level of detail.

Texture mapping represents a powerful method for depicting
complex structures commonly found on organ surfaces. However,
due to anatomical constraints, this approach requires the manual
definition of texture coordinates. To optimize this task, Szekely
et al. [SBD*00] used 3D textures that were synthesized from specific
organs tissue patches mapped over arbitrary shapes. When required,
procedural texture methods were combined to simulate structures
on the organ surface as blood vessels (computed by a generalized L-
system [PL96]), pigmentation (noise functions [Per85]) and follicles
(random points along the texture). In order to remove plastic-like
artifacts, they extended the Blinn–Phong model [Bli77]. Their strat-
egy was to boost highlights where the standard equation computes
its maximum value. Recently, Berndt and colleagues successfully
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Figure 17: Appearance modelling classes distribution throughout 40 years of computer graphics research considering the surveyed papers.

applied the Visible Human data set as a 3D texture to render any
tissue, from bone to blood, while cutting through the body in real
time in a simulated surgery [BTM17].

As an alternative method to avoid the plastic-like appearance in
rendering, ElHelw et al. [ELDzY04] applied 2D maps computed
by Perlin noise functions [Per85] to represent tissues roughness and
their mucous layer. Therefore, a normal map disrupts the specular
component computing, while an additional texture map produces
colour for blending with the surface original colour, in real time (see
Figure 15). In 2005, this technique was evaluated by a group of naive
volunteers and experts surgeons in a bronchoscopy surgery context
[E*05]. The visual results show improvements when compared with
standard Phong-like models for organic tissue representation.

In the context of applications for modelling the appearance of or-
ganic tissue, surgery simulators scenes represent a challenge due
to the different types of materials present, such as membranes
and fluids, together with interactive surgery tools. Lim and col-
leagues [LJD07] approached this issue in their image-based render-
ing method for virtual surgery background reconstruction from ac-
tual MIS videos. They applied image mosaicing and view-dependent
texture mapping to enhance a laparoscopy simulator rendering con-
sidering only local material–light interactions. Qian et al. [QBY*15]
claim that physics-based methods are alternatives for computing
accurate graphics representation in such medical applications. As
expressed by Kajiya [Kaj86], physically plausible approaches inte-
grate the light–material interaction for the whole 3D scene. There-
fore, Qian and colleagues presented an entire physically based
rendering pipeline for a laparoscopy simulator. First, a texture rep-
resented the local diffuse reflection according to its correspondent
normal map, attenuated by Burley’s diffuse approximation [Bur12].
The environment diffuse lighting was pre-computed by a set of nine
spherical harmonic basis function [RH01]. These frequency space
functions capture the diffuse reflection of an environment map for an
entire hemisphere. For the specular term, the Cook–Torrance [CT82]
model was sampled on the environment map, also attenuated by the
spherical harmonics lighting, as defined by Kasyan [Kas13]. Fi-
nally, the diffuse and specular terms ratio was controlled by the
Tsai and Shih [TS06] Fresnel approximation. As detailed in Qian
et al. [QBY*16], this method allows preserving physical constraints

as energy conservation while rendering organic material in a global
lighting context.

10. Conclusions

The modelling of natural phenomena has a long tradition in com-
puter graphics research [BGM*83]. After approximately 40 years,
we now have an incipient but also substantial body of research on
the inner human body and its many tissues and organs, as we briefly
show in this survey.

Our review has presented a taxonomy for computer graphics mod-
elling of living human tissue. This taxonomy used the four types
of human tissues as the main classifier. We reviewed the main ap-
proaches published to date concerned with appearance modelling
for this class of organic materials. We have also related the human
tissues biology to the light–material interaction graphics represen-
tation adopted in those works. A brief visual summary of advances
achieved so far in computer graphics research is given in Figure 16.
From top to bottom, we show the progress on rendering for the skin,
the liver and the eye. From left to right we notice the improvements
in the visual quality provided by physically based and biophysically
based approaches over earlier functional approaches. The modelling
sophistication of biophysically based approaches, although in prin-
ciple more computationally expensive, allow increasing levels of
visual quality, since the realism is intrinsic to the model.

When we consider the average year of all publications in each
modelling class presented in Section 3, we notice that the average
year of all functional models is 2001; biophysically inspired models
is 2008; physically based models is 2011; and biophysically based
models is 2012. From these numbers, we can argue a trend where
biophysically based approaches will concentrate most, if not all,
future research on appearance modelling of live human tissues.
This trend is illustrated in Figure 17, where we group the reviewed
papers by modelling classes and year of publication.

The human body is an immense source of open problems if we
ever want to reach the same level of maturity that we now have
for manufactured materials. At the same time, the challenges are
seemingly greater since organic material is in general inherently
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more complex than non-organic materials. We have seen detailed
models for the skin on the face, but not yet for other body parts
where skin is significantly different. How about light interacting
with the pigments deposited on inner layers of tattooed skin? The
variety of skin colours across all ethnic populations and the variation
of hair density on skin provide additional rendering problems. In
Osteology, just recently we have seen models for teeth (Section 6)
but we still do not have a single model for bones in general. Such
gaps exist in most of the areas considered above, that is there is better
literature about tissues with easier access for sampling experiments
or stable appearance (at least for some hours).

Maybe the past and current applications have not placed a high
enough demand for live human tissue models, while game and movie
industries are rather pragmatic, accepting that something is visually
correct if it is perceived as plausible.

Now, in a glimpse of future creativity, let us discuss about the
possibilities once more powerful models are available. Certainly,
more realistic skin and eyes will benefit games and movies. They
will also improve user experience in immersive virtual reality with
better virtual human characters. It seems, however, that biophysics-
based models of living internal human parts will attract a wider
audience in health applications. Today’s functional models already
impact the way surgeons practice and plan surgery [BCHSS99,
HSD10, BMPG11, HWCH12, BPBG13, UF15, BTM17]. Virtual
patients are an alternative to cadaver or animal models for the learn-
ing of anatomy and surgical techniques. With the availability of
biophysical-based models of more tissues and organs, virtual pa-
tients could be an affordable and ethical replacement over current
practices. These would also likely be configurable, where pathol-
ogy, age and health condition could be represented in the model
and would faithfully show the accurate appearance of symptoms of
a specific patient. Using improved material models will also sup-
port soft tissue modelling and the use of haptic devices in medical
training simulators [CMJ11].

As a general trend, we can expect more solutions addressing the
dynamic nature and individuality of tissues, together with external
factors. For virtual surgery simulations, we need models able to
vary the appearance according to demographic data such as age and
general health conditions (smoker, non-smoker, overweight, etc).
Once we know how to build biophysical models with meaningful
parameters, predictive rendering becomes a reality and our knowl-
edge can be used beyond just picture making, as already pointed out
by Greenberg and colleagues in 1997 [GAL*97].
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